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2.5 seater 
203x97xH95cm

3 seater 
230x102xH95cm

3.5 seater sofa 
260x102xH95cm

armchair
98x97xH92cm

ottoman
98x67xH42cm

FABRIC IVORY IRON* ELEPHANT
62% cotton
20% linen    
18% viscose  

100% linen 52% polyester, 25% arcylic, 
10% viscose, 7% linen,
6% cotton

MARTINDALE RUBS 32,000 20,000             100,000

FRAME Solid pine frame with Nozag springs

SEAT & CUSHIONS
COVER

HD foam, fibre and feather & ball fibre

SCATTER CUSHION Feather & ball fibre

PRODUCT CARE A light weekly vacuum will prevent build up of dust in the fibres 
and protect against marks. Papaya recommends the use of an 
appropriate furniture brush attachment with your vacuum cleaner. 
Do not use cleaners or cleaning agents that are abrasive, caustic  
or acidic. For indoor use only.

FABRIC 
PROTECTION

A professionally applied fabric sealer will protect fabric from 
soiling. Do not saturate fabric, rather apply a couple of light 
coats of sealer. Treat spills and stains immediately with a damp 
cloth. Do not machine or hand wash, bleach, or tumble dry. DRY 
CLEAN ONLY. 

Incorrect application of sealers and/or cleaners or allowing 
insufficient drying time voids the warranty. 

DIMENSIONS Please note dimensions are approximate. 

GOOD TO KNOW *Australian sunlight is intense. Whilst 100% natural linens score 
very highly in properties such as strength and durability, they 
have comparatively low fastness to light. See overleaf for further 
details and please discuss any concerns you have with us and we 
will be happy to guide you through the options.
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FABRIC AND COLOUR FASTNESS

If  you are considering purchasing 
a 100% linen sofa, ensure that the  
location is suitable and does not receive 
direct sunlight. Please ask us for advice on 
how you can reduce fading. 

Whilst 100% natural linens score ver y 
highly in properties such as strength and 
durability, they have comparatively low 
fastness to light (synthetic fabrics score 
higher in this regard), so a degree of  
fading is unavoidable and should be 
anticipated when exposed to the intense 
Australian sun.

VISCOSE is made from wood pulp dissolved 
in a chemical solution, then spun into 
fibres to make threads. When woven with 
natural threads it creates an extra durable 
yet soft fabric. It is also more colour 
fast than linen alone, making ELEPHANT  
the perfect choice for homes where 
exposure to direct sunlight may be an issue.

100% LINEN has a stone-washed raw appeal 
creased or crushed appearance of natural 
fibres. Tonal discolouration or tide marking 
is inherent in the dying process due to 
the natural fibres and is a feature to be 
appreciated.

LOU167
LOU168
LOU169

2.5 seater

3 seater

3.5 seater

  203x97xH95cm

  230x102xH95cm

  260x102xH95cm

CHA169
OTT031

armchair

ottoman

  98x97xH92cm

  98x67xh42cm

100% LINEN
20,000 Martindale rubs

IRON*

LOU125
LOU126
LOU127

2.5 seater

3 seater

3.5 seater

  203x97xH95cm

  230x102xH95cm

  260x102xH95cm

62% COTTON
20% LINEN 
18% VISCOSE
32,000 Martindale rubs IVORY

CHA168
OTT030

armchair

ottoman

  98x97xH92cm

  98x67xH42cm

Sure Seal Rug & Carpet Sealer 
will provide a barrier to some degree 
between the fabric and any spills 
of water based or oil staining - but 
always clean spills immediately. 
Sure Seal also provides some 
protection against day to day wear. 

CHA186
OTT033

armchair

ottoman

  98x97xH92cm

  98x67xH42cm

LOU147
LOU148
LOU149

2.5 seater

3 seater

3.5 seater

  203x97xH95cm

  230x102xH95cm

  260x102xH95cm

52% POLYESTER
25% ACRYLIC
10% VISCOSE 
7% LINEN 
6% COTTON
100,000 Martindale rubs

ELEPHANT

AMALFI ELEPHANT 
armchair & ottoman 
available by special 

order only

*Pure linen fabrics can be light sensitive, 
especially dark colours. Ensure location of 
sofa is not in direct sunlight through windows 
& skylights in order to avoid fading


